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vithe. the framework of addressing only the program ati 

aspects of Appendix 9 as far as the implementation of this? 

A »c.  

G Tour answer is no? 

A I want to make sure I have got the right 

question. What was the question? 

Q Was thee an effort on your part, anyone *Lse's 

part, whether they be an advisor to sr. White, a contract 

employee to respond to the NRC with regards to the January 

3rd, 1986 letter tu answer the question only as it addressed 

the programmatic aspects of Appendix B? 

A Can I ask you to define what you mean by 

'programmatic-? 

C I mean the program, the 18 criteria as we see it 

in Appendix B, where it says, you must have a program and you 

say, yes, we have a program. And it doesn't address the 

implementation or as someone said "execution" of the 

program.  

A No. There was no attempt to limit it to the 

program, absolutely not.  

t Thank you.  

BY KR. ? URPHY: 

S I just want to clarify that. There was no attempt 

S1.----' -. , --- --- -3.s :etter address iMel.e".enat..:- as 

tp:se: :: we are .ý:: .. te< tz it, t- -- we a=WeOss 
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implaemntation in that Letter? 

X1. BAUSER: Just the latter? You are uast 

talkic±n abcut the letter? 

BT 1R. MURPHY: 

, S And the enclosures.  

A The letter, as far as I wr s cor cerned, addressed 

the entire issue of QA, progNrmtic and imlImIntatijn.  

Whether it specifically came out and talked about 

implementation, t don't believe it did, but it certainly was 

part of the thought process that that is what it included.  

Not ust -

%3 :n your view, taen, it did answer that? 

A Yes.  

5!S. BAUSER: To make the record clear, when ycu 

said "the entire issue of QA,- was that in any particular 

context? This is the same point again, I want to -- in what 

context was the issue? Is my question not clear? 

MR. KURPHY: I object to that. Because I don't 

understand that.  

.R. WILLtIAscN: I don't understand that either.  

MS. BAUSER: War the question in the context of 

the XSRS per-eptions when you say you *ddressed QA? Te 

ent.re program? 

T: :T?;ESS: Yes.  

S. ASASR: : .s't Scr't war.: a s:'-.een- =-:. t.
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1 record.  

2 MR. MURPHT: I didn't get what you said, so I a 
3 3e objecting to it. What cid you say again? 

4 S. BAXSER: He said yes. By qgustion was 

5 whether, when he said that it was to address all of CA, t 

6 : w still in the context of the NSRS perceptions.  

7 j THE IISS: As the lettrs states, on the basis 

8 of the review of the issues identified in the MSR 

9 perceptions. But certainly Laplementation.  

10 BY MR. ROBINSON: 

1 1  c  I tf her* was a question in your mind upon receipt 

12 1 of the NRC's January 3rd letter as to Uast exactly what nRC 

13 was asking in that letter, why did you choose to make the 

14 nternal judgment on that as opposed to iinediately asking 

15 N RC what they meant by that question? 

16 A I can't answ e r that. I don't know why, you know, 

17 what caused the phone calls to be made at what point. I 

18 don't know that.  

19 WQ hat r am sayng is, at the point in tiAe the 

20 phone calls were made, the letter and the enclosures were 

21 pretty well finalized. I am saying that if there was a 

22 question in your mind early in tm game, when you first 

23 received the January Ird letter, at that point why was the 

24 de:..=. made ;3 .nternal.y decide what the queost.=n mea.

.rs-r er :a-. ::.act.r.; .NR: and askirn what :.e qeas:.-=: 

ACE-FEDER4L REPORTERS. INC.  
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1 Bmeant? 

2 A el 1 , there are two parts, Z think, to the 

3 question of toe Beaning of the letter. The first one was, 

4 ij did they really mean the words 

5 Q understand the difference between meeting the 

6 ! requitrments of Appendix B and when you are 

7 A Appendix requirmeuts are being met at the watts 

8 Bar facility. There was discussion, but I think very - a 

9 lot of discussion, but I think it was very quickly arrived at 

10 I that that couldn't be what the NRC was asking for literally.  

11 So we were going to proceed down what aspeared t h* -

12 Logical path as to what they were trjin; to ask. That, and 

13 again going back to the second paragraph, in -he context of 

14 those 11 perceptions, to go find out whether that indicated 

15 ! that Appendix B had been broached in a significant manner.  

16 And that is where we went.  

17 M0 My question was, at that early point in the game, 

18 and if you know, you may not know the answer to this 

19 question, why was the decision made to go down that path 

20 based on your own internal decision of what the question 

21 * :' 

22 ij A Not mine.  

23 . We * 1 , absolutely. TVA's internal decisicn. As 

:J24 oppsed - :--::;n.rg .he sMC .=ecia.ately an. say-i;, .ey, 

- w.&a: v: y:. -ean tvy .his' :c you mear. every s.n;le 

ACE-.F:DERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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L requ.rement or do you mean overall complianca: 

2 A r just 

1 You don't knew why? 

4 ,A No, I don't know why.  

5 G Do you know if that was a conscious decision, -o 

61 not contact the .RC? 

7 A No. ro. I don't. I think when the first tite 

98 that the idea or thought of cltling, mking -- tor White to 

9 make the phone call, that is when it happened. Maybe that -s 

10 j when it was first thc'ght of. I an not arze.  

11 BY nR. REINRART: 

12 Q Who was 't that gave, according -o Mr. White, the 

.3 agraement with what he felt tthe NC really -Lnted? 

14 MR. ROAiNSON: Exc«se me. What was the questicn, 

s5 who was it that gave what? 

16 BY MR. REImNRART: 

17 Q Did you not say that Mr. White called the NRC to 

18 get clarification on the question that the VRC wanted? 

19 A No, he did not say that. What I said was that 

White talked to several people at the P6R, along the lines of 

21 him telling them his approach to answering the 3 January 

22I letter, to find out whether they felt that that was a 1Cgical 

23 approach to take. He didn't call up and ask the questicon, to 

:4 the best :, y Tv nowleg;e, how do you want re t: answer ':.* 

:5 ::tter, :r *.w : y:s -- dnr.t -.nderstand the .et:er, te.

ACETFEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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1 ae what it means. I don't think White did that.  

2 White, by the time he made the calls, as best as : 

3 1 can tell, had a fairly good idea of the approach he was going 

4 to take. He was calling the NRC people to find out whether 

5' there was something that he was missing or that he was way 

6 off base, waiting for the reaction, to find out, gee, wait a 

7 minute, you are not answering the right questions, like that.  

£ | That is what he did.  

9 Q Okay.  

10 BY KR. KHURPY: 

11 : S .: your view, I guess -- in your view, in your 

12 discussion with Kr. White, did he feel that that was some 

13 i form of approval of the manner in which he approached this 
1; 
I' 

14 problem? Or at least his understanding of what the NRC 

15 wanted him to respond to? 

16 A I don't want to use the word "approval.- I don't 

17 want to use the word "concurrence" or anything anything else 

18 like that. It was a -- fishing for the right word -- they 

19 certainly did not have any objections except in the one 

20 particular case. As I say, there was -- I was not privy to 

21 the conversations, okay? So I don't know. But I gather !rzm 

22 the discussions after ' -ite had had the discussions w.t! 

23 these people that this is the way we were going to go.  

24 C k. your only firsthand knowledge is what 's: .te 

; *.ar :z>2 y- as opo:set tz what r. Wh.:e act-a..y '.a: :zc.e: 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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right? 

A 

present 

he told 

the phon

0 At what point in tim was that? Was this letter 

already -

A No. No. This was -- well, the letter was i:.  

preparation, but not, I don't know which version. My advice 

to white on the Stello case, that was the only one where : 

said I think somewhere along tha line you ought to call 

Stello, just to make sure that you are heading down the right 

path. So that there is nothing there that is hidden, because 

this was, you know -- again, if I go back to the all the 

other plants that I have been operating with, this L.% a 

standard way of doing it. The NRC asks a question, you set 

your people to writing the answer, before you send the answer 

in, you at least call up and say, look, am I going down the 

right path, what you would like to do, and I know that it is, 

ycu kncw, .lcke! = r. wi:h some disfavsr, tut yc=- w=.- say, 

ney, :!i;.s .s w.a : am ?resn.t ing = : ;.vre vyu, w:1 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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I reiterate. I =ade no phone calls. I was not 

when he made the phone calls. I am teiling yce what 

me at some time later.  

B'i MR. KWILLUASON: 

Did you encourage him to make any phone calls? 

Tes. The only one I encouraged him to make was 

* call to Stello.  

BY MR. MURPHY:
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answer your question.  

Q Why did you suggest Er. Stello as opposed to 

mr. De.ton, who, or say Mr. Eisenhut, but preferably Mr.  

Denton, who had sent the letter out? I mean, I m fjust 

curious.  

A I think the only reason that I would have used 

Stello was that there had lrooady been, as I recall, soe 

discussion between White and Stello, somewhere along the 

line. And I am not sure that White had ever met Der?'- -r 

Zisenhut. I just don't know.  

No specific reason.  

0 I am just curious, because usually I would go to 

the source and find out what the source was thinking about, 

es opposed to -

MR. ROBINSON: Who was the scarce of this letter? 

MR. mURPHY: Eisenhut, but it had coome out of 

Mr. Denton's office, so I mean, you could clearly contact 

Kr. Denton or have somebody contact Mr. Denton and ask him 

what was meant.  

BY MR. ROBINSON: 

Q Mr. Wegner, were you involved .n any discussions 

with Mr. White or any of his other advisors regarding the 

ramifications of saying to NRC that we are not in compliance 

with Accend.x 3 i. that lOtter? 

A :C, yes. Yes. Yzu mean what wctul have -a;Ce'e 

ACETFEDERAL REPORTERS. INC
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1 i if -

2 Q Yes.  

3 A wh;ite, certainly, yes. Ne asked me the question, 

4 why don't I t ust go back and say I am not in compliance and 

5 s so what. What is the big deal? 

6 C What was your response? 

A Wll, my response was that 1 he could do that, if 

8 the facts supporuted it. But that he had to recognire that if 

9 he did that, than thear wag probably a long path to -- much 

10 along the lines of the Ziamer case where you then, inste&a. cf 

11 proving that what you have -- in other words, ycr; can go in, 

1211 I am getting off the track here a little bit, but if you have 

13 a problem in QA, it is ona thing to go in and do sampling and 

14j you can say that I have sampled X amount and, therefore, I 

15 can conclude based on the sample that it is all right. In 

16 the case of Zimmer, you had the revrse of that. You had the 

17* s.-tuation where essentially because of the problems, you had 

18 to assume that whatever was there was probably not right.  

19 And now you had to go prove that everything that 

20 was in there was right. The latter is a lot more compItcated 

21 to do, can be done, but it is a lot more complicated. A lot 

22 more costly, a lot more -- takes a lot more time.  

23 : am no t saymng that I tried to tell him, don't do 

24 .t;. He ask*e :he question, what is the diffren.ce sf I say 

:5 '.-..s *vrs3s .; : say th.ýs And I explainad ;t tz .-. 7 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. IsC 
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j 1 C c i d he have any ccament once you explained that t: 
I[ 

2 hi=? 

3 A I think he asked a lot of questions. There again, 

4 j ust for, I think, to educate himself. He asked a lot of 

5 questions with respect to Ziner, what was - what did they 

6 j have at Zimer, what was going on, and, for example, we were 

7 battling this at Zimmer when the decision was made to stop.  

I But if you take a situation of a weld. If a weld has been 

9 mad and you don't have any records, how do you prove that 

10 the weld was made to meet code? All that you have got at 

11 your disposal is you can radiograph, you can dye penetrant, 

12 you can use sonics, but how do you ever prove -- no record, 

13 you have no record -- how do you ever prove that the welder 

14 I was qualified? 

15i How do you ever prove that the weld rod was the 

16 proper weld rod? Row do you prove all of the things as you 

17 tick down the QA points that you have to have in order to say 

18 that is a code weld. One way -- another way to attempt to 

19 prove it is to destructively test the well. Well, you do 

20 that, great. Now you go in and you tear out every si.ng.e 

21 weld in the plant and redo it.  

22 That was one of the dilemmwas that we faced at 

23 Zimmer. That is the kind of the dilemma that you might !ace 

24 . f y*. :r::-a- that yvcu .cw no longer have ::msisge *t 

25 Aper.Z-x 3.  

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. Ic 
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3.,1  The question is, how deep, how far does it go? I 

21 an not saying that that could not be the case, although there 

3 is no indicacion of that being the case as of right ncw.  

4 BY MR. MURPTY: 

5 0 Did you feel at the tine that there was a 

6 comparison between the condition at TVA and the condition at 

7 Zinar during the last days you were there? 

8 A go. No. I didn't. I don't think -- I think at 

9 the time the feeling was that we had an unknown, but there 

10 was nothing there that you could see that indicated that we 

11 he a problem as serious as they had at Zimmer.  

12 BY MR. ROBINSON: 

1 3  0 Did you faal or did you know that you would have 

14 had difficulty proving by records the integrity of the welds 

15 j at TvA at that time? 

16 A Again, based on the -- looking at those 

17, perceptions and what that particular item looked at, and if 

18 you looked at what they came up with, you could not conclude 

19 that there was a major problem.  

20 0 No. That was not my question. I am not asicng 

21 this question within that framework.  

22 A Okay.  

23 Q I am asking this question just with regard to your 

24 knowledgae f the status cf QA records and the adequacy of 

25 e..n; acle :: prove that thrngs were okay at 7:A at :.-.e :.  

ACE FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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the truth 

1:ck :ver 
.r ·rr

They had problems. Row severe they were, I don't 

Was there -

I think that is why EG&G was in there, to tell yzu 

to look over those records, look over the welds, 

the radi.7rachs, things like that.  

was there a csEr.:c.us '.ou;ght I. yr ,- , 

ACETFEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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I7,

when we were getting ready to present this letter.  

A Ch-huh.  

3 And I recognize that the answer to NRC's question 

was in a more liaited framework than that.  

At that tume did you feel that you could prove the 

adequacy of welds at Watts Bar through TVA QA records? 

A I would have had no way of knowing the answer to 

that question. I was not in a position to know the answer to 

that. Again, recall that when I was at Watts Bar, in the 

November time frame, and queried the people that I talked to 

with respect to weld records or weld qualification records, 

that I could not get a firm, hard, yes, we have problems. I 

knew they did say that, we have ppr toiE So I know there 

were problems.  

Whether those problems were so severe that they 

would have preclded the necessary data requirements to prov 

that the welders are qualified, I was noz in a position to 

say.

185
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1 your knowledge, in any of the other advisors minds that it 

2 was very c.onvenient for yc4 to answer the XCR ques-stn Ln 

2 I that very liited scope, as opposed to the cveral&l 

4  A No. That really never cossed - it certainly 

5 didn't cross my mind. A=n I am not going to say it ditd.,t 

6 cross anybody *Lse's. It was never discused. It was not 

7 the context.  

*I BT MR. MURPRTH 

9 ! Q Was the issue of material ftase statement ever 

10j discussed? 

IIj A No.  

12 0 At no meeting you attended? 

13 A No.  

14 0 Did L-r. White ever indicate to you that this was a 

15 j concern to him? 

161 A No.  

17 0 Do you have any idea what instructions wre given 

18 to the ine co;,!-'tation to prepare their responses to the 

19 NSRS's perception at asl? 

20 A No.  

2:1  3 Do you know if that was done prior to your 

22 arrival? 

23 A No.  

2 4  Y ?.. REg:*£; 

1! :s .' y=ur op.nion or -;, any cf t.:e czter 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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adviors ever express the opinion to you that as long as a 

nonconformance or a deviation is in the corrective action 

system, we are in compliance with Append.x B? 

A Mo. I don't believe that.  

BT MR. REINKART: 

Q was there ever a thought to look, based on 

everything that was on the plate at the tim, beyond the LI 

perceptions? 

A Of course. Not, though, in anticipation of 

responding to the January 3rd letter. This is exactly what 

White said he was going to do. He was going to look at 

everything that needed to be looked at, as a result of -

with the exception that, you know, he aed. it very clear that 

he was not going to go back and review everything that had 

been done at TWA over the last 20 years. It was not his 

intent. If you talk about Watts Bar, it was, I as no: going 

to go back to aay one and review every single thing that was 

done at Watts Bar, or at least that wasn't his intent.  

O What about reasonable history, the last year, the 

last two years as opposed to the last 20 years? 

A At the time? 

Q Yes.  

A No. Again, the plan, the program which we 

d-scussed here was clearly, we thought, laid cut in vs.l-. .  

an. o.lr.e 2 ant .,*:;.e 3 and volume 4.  

ACETFEDERAL REPORTERS. I.C 
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1  it ells you *exactly what we were going to do, 

2 what we were going to do from a corporate point of view, 

3 which izcLudes the corrective action progzam; it includes -

4 you know, the document zs that thick.  

5  T h en ther is volume 2, what are we going to do 

6' with Sequoyah, that thick. What are we going to do at Browns 

S Fearry, that thick.  

* We haven't finirshd volme 4 y* and it is gWecing 

9 thicker by the day. r don't know where it is going to end 

10" up. That will specify -- now we are talking in 1987. We 

11 ; thought in ail honesty, and we were wrong, that we could get 

12' volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4 out and have them on the street within 

13. six months.  

14 ! We could not do it. Okay? 

154 But if you want the plan, that is where the plan 

16' is. That is exactly what we intend to do. Now it turns out 

17:j that there are developing things at all of these plants that 

18, we didn't predict were going to come up.  

19 INS. BAUSER: And those volumes were volumes 

2C designed to inform the NRC what it was that was going on at 

21, TVA; ia that right? 

21 THE WITNESS: Absolutely. Those volumes were senr 

23' lust like they were done in the-case of all the other plants, 

24 :ar-.:-:srly in re;.:' L, and wh.ch -- f!r":z: :t 

S '*.ew, t..s was, we were !:i.n this before we eve. knew :tsa 

ACEFEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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Kappler was going to coma down and take over contrl of the 

TVA program. But the whole idea of coming up with a -ccrase 

of action documnt,- which lays out exacly -- and this 

serves two purposes: One, it clearly defines for your own 

purposes, your own people, what it is you are going to do.  

But also it is a definitive progrmt that you lay before the 

IRC. Because what you don't want is the MRC or to have the 

utility or TVA keep adding on and adding on and then the mc 

keeps adding on and you never know where you are going.  

So this was an agreement, wa were hoping to get an 

agreement that if you do this, say at Sequcyah, thet you say 

in volume 2, if that is what you do and it comes out all 

right, that whr is all you have to do. We don't have any 

more issues with you.  

Let me tell you, it is working with a few little 

wrinkles here and there, at Sequoyah, just beautifully.  

Everybody understands what is going on. Everybody 

understands what they are going to do. This is going to be 

investigated. This doesn't have every particular solution in 

it becaus* a lot of the things -- the item that shows up .r.  

volume 2 is go investigate. And then you have got t: ;c 

investigate, depends on what you find, then you go fix it.  

This is what we intend to do at Watts Bar. We had 

n't had an. :portur.ty t3 t- t.hat.  

ACE FEDERL REPORTERS. I.SC 
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1  Q s there ever a thought cr a plan . addtressg 
2 the perceptions, the SRS perceptions, to go Look at the TVA 

3 QA audits that had perfcmed, been perfored in either the 

4 crTterr a addressed by those pereption or the functional 
5 «a«us addressee by those perceptions? 

6  A Are yotu reCfrring to the efforts that went into 

7 by this independent teem? 

| Q To*, sir.  

9  A r hav indicated before, r don't know what 

10 ;: instructions they were given.  

11 Q Ckay.  

A Ue 'may have *een given, may not. : don't know.  

13 But I have also said that in my discussions with the people, 

14 it was in my opinion, from my feeling, that they did not 

15 j confine thmselves only to the wery narrow band of the 

161 specitic item that maybe somebody in the ISS cam up with.  

17 j The reason was because they had a such broader knowledge in 

18 given areas that they were looking into. So if I could 

19 expect the MSRS to say, well, our prozoes is we say these 

20 four welds, look at those four weld records, I would expect 

211 that the team would have looked at those four.  

22 But with their knowledge and their experience, 

23 j that they woul! have gone, if they needed to, beyond that.  

24 An! they woul have gon* a&r.- :oked at ther areas an! 

25 wn.erever .Eat R T: the=.  
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I 1  And who we-- theme dscsiLs With 

2 A Thems amr discusis= vWtth, as say, as w = ka 
3 back i. the back room wiih the advisors. Okay? 

4 Q Uas it uith - yIo arm syLag -wa t UMith the 

5 people on eLL'y-s tecm? 

i A wo. r mewa talad to thea.  

7  0 Okay. Okay.  

* ALY . Raor: 

9 r ust have a couple of Little questons. One is, 

10 : this is a copy of the draft Mo of Kr. rLudin on his std.  

LI YoU should have it. If you don't, look at this ce.  

12 S.- BACSEB: Teu had L: before.  

13 BT am. IURP!T* 

14 0 t L s a sitple queston; qo ahead, look at it. L 

15 think it is the second paraqraph has the ti frme of 31 

16 January to 5 February. Is that in yor view an dequae tq M 

17 frame to do a whole lot of work? Assuaiq that C a: is, you 

Le ; know -

19 A r don't know whether, this says haese peop i wece 

20 on the w:cts Bar site frea January 31st, '186 to febrSary 5.; 

21. is that enough tiae to do what? 

2 2 To reaily take a hard look at the perrept.:ss? 

" . ";'r»at is R.. TaE s Eay:;.f.  
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I A It may not be.  

2 M The individual that wrote the report seem to 

3 -thik that that was the tia ftres, so I a= not dispz=ig ., 

4 : : - not sayixg that one wa or another.  

5 Js that four- or five-day paerid adequate in your 

6 1 mind ct addr the muIlttiple issues? 

7 A r would hbaw epected moe time to hav been 

I spent, but r don't ant to say that it as iadequate because 

9 maybe it was adequate. Bot that sems a relatively short 

10 period of tim as far as r a concerned.  

i CL Earlier on you said that you Looked at the 

12 enclosres, the technical responses, and you said in your 

13 ;mind what you tel: needed to be as they have to stand on 

14 thewir oar. This was as I wrote 

15 A Yes.  

6 0 That is your actual words, I think.  

17 A Right. That is what I was looking for, the 

1 ability to be understandable on their own account so that you 

19 wouldn't have to go back and pull 15 other documents.  

20 0 Should that letter there have been the sae way, : 

21 mean, absent of any call? I mean, why would a call be 

22 reuired? Would you expect the same type of, that the letter 

23 4 &Jst stood on its own? 

24 A : thi.k :he Leter dces -- ycu are t:al:c. ess:: 

ACE FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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1 - Q Yes, sir.  

2  A I think the March 20 Letter does stand on its 

4  Q Then no calls should have been ncssary to 

5 explain to anybody what you are getting at there? 

6 iA That ms not the purpose of the call, to explain.  

7 purpose of the call us to, again, to finad out whether 

there was oMthing there that y maybe ite didn't see, 

9 maybe he didn't understand where the URC ws coming from.  

10 Q Let me ask you one, there - do you know of any 

11 i changes that were made in the final draft of that letter 

12 betwen the time -- we are told, I will tell you what we have 

13 been told. The letter was taken by Mr. Kirkebo, it had been 

14 drafted, taken by Mr. Kirkebo to Bethesda; right? 

15 IA Right.  

16: The next morning Kr. Kelly heads for XRC. En 

17 route Kr. Kelly is stopped and took a phone call at the 

1 j airport and said there is a change in the letter and that a 

19 sentence was changed. Do you have any ides about that 

20 general scenario? 

21 A Yes.  

22 0a Why don't you tell us what, in your, as you -

23; A I recall that I was at home and I got a call from 

24 Wh-te. Ar.n : car -.;g.ve you the date. : don't kncw wher. w .  

25 was. 3Bu .. : u.s have been either the n.ght of the ::,'.  
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1 okay, somewhere, or something, or the night of the 19th, 

2 I whatever it was. The letter, as far as I was concerned 
(t 

3 when we signed it on the 20th, then I think r left after 

4 that.  

1 it 
5 'Anyway, I am not trying to put the tim is, but : 
6 got a call tram White. White said that he had had a 

71 telephone conversation with Denton and in effect had read hia 

8 the letter. And as far as what White told m- was that he was 

9 satisfied with the letter but he thought that something 

10 should be added. And White asked hiM what. And he told him.  

1 1  And White asked me, what can we do about that? 

12 And that is when I saia, well, where are they, is there sam 

13 way we can get a sentence added, and he said, sure. I think 

14€ we can do that. So we worked on the sentence, which wsn't 

15 very hard because it was almost Denton's words. And the 

16 change was sent in to, I think, the offices in Washington to 

17 replace the letter.  

18 0 Tou are absolutely sure that you are talking about 

19 Mr. Denton and not Mr. Stello? 

20 A I didn't talk to him. I am just going on my 

21 memory.  

22 0 Someone related something to you. As you recall 

23 we are talking about Mr. Denton? 

24 A Yes, right. That is my Memcry. :: was 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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1 C And you said these were alaost exactly De.nton s 

2 words. By that you mean they are almost the words that White 

3 related that Denton said, as opposed, you said 

4 A Again, in retrospect, you asked me before what 

5 were the words, I couldn't rember the words. I know that 

6 there was a change mede and that I do recall that it was not 

7 a very difficult thing. It ms a question of where do you 

* put it? 

9  0 Let me ask you, you said here that it it is almost as 

10 i Denton related it.  

1 1  A Yes, that is correct.  

12 You didn't talk with Denton directly? 

13 A No.  

14 1 0 So what you are saying, that is almost what White 

15 told you Denton said? 

16 A White told me what Denton said; right.  

17 C Okay. You weren't present during that phone 

18 call? 

19 A No. No.  

20 0 A.d do you know, I guess I am trying to give you a 

21 clue -- Ms. Bauser went through the letter and highl'gt-.e 

22 all the changes -- does that sentence that is highlighted in 

23 the paragraph, I guess 3 of that letter, does that seem Iike 

24 the change that -

25 A v .-. k that was the change. That was tne cry 

ACE FEDERAL REPORTERS. I.C 
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thing that I a ware of. r don't know about the other 

thing". rt is the only change that r can - it was a 

concern, as I recall White telling me, it was a concern that 

Denton had that that was not ade clear in the letter. And 

you ought to make that clear.  

So we noted that, which didn't sema to be, it was 

soamthing that we wore going to do anrway.  

0 That sentence? 

A That sentence. And it did not certainly, is far 

as I was concerned, change the thrust of the letter in any 

manner, shape or form.  

Q Okay.  

BY MR. ROBINSON: 

0 I just have two final questions as far as I am 

concerned right now.  

To your knowledge, did Mr. Brodsky, Bass, Siskin, 

Sullivan, Stone, or Miles conduct any kind of a systematic 

review of Mr. Lundin's efforts? 

A Say the names again? 

0 Brody, Bass, S.skin, Sullivan, Stone or miles? 

A No.  

C All right.  

BY MR. MURPHY: 

S When you say no, do you mean to your know.:ede 

-ey q . .':: sr n-, they sidn't? 

ACEFEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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1 A Z answered the question, r have no knowledge ot 

2 them doing it.  

3 BY MR. ROBISNSCN: 

4 0 Did you yourself do any kind of a 

5 A No.  

6 0 Second area and totally different area, what I 

7 would like to do is to obtain sao type of a threshold in 

I your opinion of a QA pro, r that is in borderline 

9 noncompliance with Appendix B. Now, the way I am going to 

10 try to do that is to paint the picture of the 18 criteria, as 

11 you did earlier, and you talked about breadth and depth -

12 and you correct me if I am wrong -- but I think I got from 

13 your earlier comment that even it one of the criteria was in 

14 depth bioken down, that would not be an overall QA breakdown.  
15  And I am talking about borderline QA breakdown 

16 now, okay? 

17 A You are just shitting.  

18 0 Kind of use that framework and give me your 

19 description of when a borderline overall QA breakdown would 

20 take place? How deep and how broad? 

21 A : will do that, but you recognize that there are 

22 probably an infinite number of these, okay? Even I coul! 

23 give you an infinite number. I will just pick one, okay? 

24 E.t SAUSER: Please.  

CRE DRBINSAN: Only piOk =ne.  
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THE rTNESS: If I went in to an organisatio, 

2 which I heve done on mary ccasions, and if I found, start=. g 
3 at the top, which I have found on a number of occasions, 

I where I can talk to the president of the company, the CEO, 
5 first of all, I vill always hear the right words. They ar 
S all believers in QA. Like they are all believers in safety.  

They all believe in that, okay? 

r have never walked into any CRO or board of 
9 directors or president of a c3mpany that says, I don't 

10 1 believe in QA. Those days are gone. All right? 

1l BY PMR. ROBINSON: 

12t Q Right.  

13 A Now what you start to do is you start to mov down 
14 the path. Those are nice words. In fact, you will prcbably :15 find a policy statement signed by the chairman of the board 
16 that says, by God, we are going to have quality at this 

17 plant.  

s18 Now the question is, is the policy perueating down 
19 into the system? So if I go at the other end, and I get into 
20 the plant and : now start to just listen to workers -- and 
21i that is easy to do -- and you find that they have nothing but 
22, contempt for inspectors, all they do is stop work, they scre, 
23J up the thing, they don't, they are -- they are just overhead 
24 around here. 7h.a .,s wny we car.': ge: this pa;t =n. ce 

5 L--ne.  
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1  If you see that, now obviously you have got a 

2 breakdown somewhere between r. President and lower level 

3 Louie down here, okay? There is a breakdown that has 

4 occurred.  
;i 

5 Sc now you are going to say, if I see that at the 

6 lower levels, if the worker himself has nothing but contempt 

7 for QC, he obviously has nothing but contempt for Q& because 

8 he doesn't believe in it. So now you walk yourself up one 

9 level and you start poking in on the first line supervision.  

9 Chances are the same thing that you got from Sfie 

11 ; the lower level guy is going to start to reflect at the first 

12 level of supervision. If it does, and chances are it does, 

13 j you now know that the problem is getting deeper. Because if 

14 that is the case, I am now, if I really poke hard enough, I 

15 am going to find where the workers will completely disregard 

16 hold points, where their procedure says, you cannot proceed 

17 unless you have got a QA or a QC inspector. Chances are that 

18 1 if there is nothing but contempt, they are going to do it.  

19 They won't do it all the time but there will be enough times 

20 so that now your QA system is starting to break down.  

21 So now you start talking to the QA people. Okay? 

22 You talk to the inspectors, what do they tell you? If they 

23 tell you that they are afraid to go in the plant for fear of 

24 physical damage to themselves, you are now starting :: see, 

25 Aay, .. .s r.v gaett;., .: .s now geting tind;..;, y:= are 
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1 new getting close to what you are defining as what woculd 

2 consider, r don't care about the 18 criteria, it is nct 

3 working. There is something wrong. 'aybe that is the first 

4 criteria. The first one.  
a 

5 Now, I can continue going down many different 

6 paths. I can see the same thing if I start - is there a 

7 for example, if I detect this fear of the inspectors, do I i 
I also see same form of system whereby you can handle 

9 i intimidation and herassment, or does management cast that to 

10 the winds, say, no, w don't have a program. They have a 

11 , program, they have got to have a program. It will look nice, 

12 but there will never be anything in there. Why? Because the 

13 I people are afraid to use it.  

14 So on the surface you have an intimidation and 

15 harassment program. We haven't had &n tntimidation and 

16 harassment case in six months. You bet your start to worry.  

17 All of these indications -- it is the depth at which you go 

18 through, now you start to leaf in, now you start to pull some 

19 records. And now you start to find maybe, probably, you 

20 start to see some of the physical problems. You still 

21 haven't proved, it still doesn't say that the hardware itself 

22 is bad, because that is not an element of QA compliance. The 

23 hardware may be perfect. :t is the QA program that is part 

24 of Accen:.x B.  

25 - s.-.; :ne exa=;:e that you are giving, ;. the 

ACET EDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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2C: 
1 lower Level wcrkers have nothing but contempt for QA and 

2 their supervision, their first Line supervision have nothing 

3 but contempt for QA and then you go over to the QA 

4 organization and the QA inspectors don't have any fear at all 

5 of going out and inspecting and writing in BCRs, is that 

6 program in compliance with Appendix B7 

7 A Tou haven't asked -, you said something that is 

I getting close. Again, you go by degrees now. All right.  

9 Any one of those items, if I only find one or if I do this, I 
10 have got to look at the thing and I have got to see, am I 

11 looking at merely a single isolated case. Because 4at I am 

12 saying is that if you see it in one place, it is not likely 

13 that it is, I vill use the word, pervasive, you know, okay? 

14 That tf it is only in one little place, that is not a big 

15 issus. We will fix it. Maybe it is just one person that is 

16 not doing what he should be doing. Maybe one first-line 

17 supervisor. You can correct that.  

1 8  But if it permeates all the way through the 

19 organization, for example, when r mentioned Zimer, where the 

20 philosophy was flowing down from the top, get the plant 

21 built, don't worry about the records, we will wcrr/ abcut 

22 those later, that permeates down. That gets you very clse., 

23 if not there.  

24 F eep .n m.:nd : am not asking you to ief.7.e wnas 

25 y:' th. .s a pDr'.as.ve s:eakdowr..  
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A r understand that. You asked me -

Q Z am aking you to give an example of what would 

be borderlýie nonccmpliance wvth Apperdix 1 in a QA program? 

And in the use of your eampl, guess a saying, if you 

interviewed all, of all the lower level mployees that you 

interviewed, 100 percent of them had contempt for Qh, and all 

the first line superisors yo inaervieed had - L00 percent 

of them had contempt for OQ, and you went over to the GA 

organization and none of the GA inspectors were afraid to go 
out and inspect and write OCRs, would that be borderline 

compliancr or noncompliance or what status would that be? 

A That would be somewhere getting close. I would 

need more, I would need more than that. I would be worried 

that there has been a breakdown in the management chain 

through, all the way down through the first-line 

supervisors. Okay? Because there has got to be a reason why 

there is contempt. And maybe it is because management is 

pushing them so hard on scheduling performance, get the plant 

on the line, we have got an outage, we have only got 30 days, 

by God, we have 10 times as much work to do and we don't need 

QA around here to slow us d^wn, or the people being -eared -

the people fearing that their job is in jeopardy if they 

don't meet a schedule.  

f ' : take it :ne step further and say that whe 

yc; Z :7 ;*s :.e A rg;an.zaticn, you de frid :nat :7e 
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L. inspectors are afraid to go out for fear of physical attack, 

2 j at that point are we in borderline nonco pliance? 

3 A I think To, yes.  

4 Q Okay. That is what I wanted to know.  

5  A Because no w it says to m, QA isn't working.  

6 MR. ROBINSOS I have no other questions.  

7 MR. MuRPHT: Why don't w take a quick break.  

* (Recess-.) 

9 MR. WILLAMSON: Let me continue on. It is 4:40.  

10 j BY MR. WILLIAMSON: 

11 Q Xr. Wegner, let m direct your attention toward a 

12 letter we have h-re dated April 11, 1986; I vill provide a 

13 1 copy to you. It is to U.S. NRC region 2 from S.A. White, 

144 manager, nuclear power. And it regards the, a resc«ssicr of 

15 two letters regarding certification for readiness for fuel 

16 load at Watts Bar. Are you familiar with this issue? 

17 A Tes.  

18 Q The letter? 

19 A Tes, I am.  

20 Q Did you advise Mr. White to take this action to 

21 rescind a letter in February, on February 20 and April 5, 

22 1585, ?r-. White of -- Mr. Parris of office of pcwer of T'A 

23 certified that Watts Bar was ready for fuel load and, 

24 :.hrefre, w.:ld be ready f=r l=ens..-qg prcess.  

:5  -T.s :etter was res=.nCes Cr. AFpr .- :.-. .?: =y 
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1 4i Sr. White. i ycu have any input into this Letter? 

2 ii A Yes, 1 did.  

3 ' Wculd you explain. that to me, please, s-r? 

4 A I was preparing ame responses to questions that 

5 had come in from sombody. I don't know where they had come, 

6 where they had come from. There were some questions relative 

7 to either testimony that Mhite was going to give or maybe 

B there were meo - as I say, I don't know the source of the 

9 question. One of the questions it was determined to answer 

10 that had to do again with the March 20 Letter, one of the 

11 positions that White wanted to take, which was true, that he 

2 was not pushing to load the cc-e at Watts Bar. Thet-is .-hyi; 

everybody -. so concerned, I am not ready to go with that 

14 plan. am not even asking permission to go.  

15 And I was attempting to write those words for him 

i6 to use. And the thought crossed my mind as more of a 

17 question, I wonder if somewhere in the records there already 

18 is an outstanding request or statement by the TVA to the NRC 

19 with respect to Watts Bar. And ry office was right next to 

20 Kr. Cottle's and I asked, I went across and asked him if he 

21 knew if there was such a letter in existence from TVA to the 

22 ?NRC stating readiness for loading the fuel. He said, yes, 

23 there was. And inmediately his reaction was the same as my 

24 reaz:ic.:, z;, !-y 3odness.  

2 5 I 'I ' went i. to see Whize and t ;-7 n.a: :-.re 
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was such a letter in existence and that it was very difficult 

for him to be saying I am not asking for permission to load 

the core because it was already an outstanding letter out 

there and he said, well, wh. don't we just retract the 

letter. So the answer is, fine, let's retract the letter.' 

And as best I can remember, he called, I think it 

was Gridley, up and said wrifte a letter and I - I did not 

know at the time, or at least Cottle didn't say to -e that 

there were two letters. But there was a request later on, as 

I can see here, that there were two letters. And that was 

the sole -- nothing more behind it than that, simple.  

BY 'R. MIIRPHY: 

Q Let me ask a question. Have you ever heard 

Mr. Edgar make the comment tha= -

A Mr. who? 

0 Edgar make the comment that White had at some 

point in time, around the March 20 letter, had to make a 

positive movement and the only type positive movement he 

could describe to the NRC was personnel changes he had made 

at the time? 

A No.  

Q Did you meet with a Mr. Keppler on May 13, 1987? 

?MR. ROBINSON: 1987? This year? 

5Y S. MYUp.Y: 

: Mas: recenrly' 
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1 A Yes.  

2 What was it, do you recall the content of your 

3 conversation with Mr. Keppler -- let me simplify that. Let 

4 jme raise a couple comments and you tell me whether you made 

5 these cemmnts to Mr. Keppler or nnt. Is that satisfactory? 

6 A Sure.  

7 Q Did you tell Mr. Keppler that Mr. Whit, was 

8 thought by industry and others to save TVA and that he 

9 originally did not want the position? 

10 A That is a true statement.  

11 Q Wait a minute, did you tell that to Mr. Keppler? 

12 A rt is a true statement. do not recall saying 

13 that to Mr. Keppler but I agree with it. I am not saying I 

14 didn't.  

15 Okay. That might be better.  

16 Did you stress, did you tell Mr. Keppler that 

17 White was and still is in many ways naive in dealing with 

18 regulatory agencies? 

19 A No, I did not. Can I ask you where these are 

20 coming frcm.  

21 ER. ROBINSON: You can ask.  

22 M . KURPHY: No, but I can't tell you.  

23 jMR. ROBINSON: But he sure can ask.  

24 BY M. M'RifY: 

Z- s a ;.sstatement, you can say yes :r nc.  
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C i d you tell Mr. Keppler that TVA board and 

2 general manager view Mr. White as a necessary evil and that 

3 they really were neither helpful nor supportive with regart 

4 to Mr. White's efforts? 

5 MS. BAUSERt And they wore really neither -

6 BT MR. MURPHY: 

7 NQ either helpful nor supportive regaraing 

8 Kr. White's efforts? 

9 A No, I did not say that. I don't know where you 

10 are getting that from.  

1 1  0 Did you tell Mr. Keppler that Mr. White was 

12 conrmmitted to solving TVA's nuclear problems and that he most 

13 q likely will stay on until both Sequoyah units are back in 

14 operaticn? 

15 A No.  

16 Q Browns Ferry number 2 is back in operation and the 

17 ;I plan for dealing with Watts Bar has been developed and 

18 approved? 

19 A Close. Close. But not exactly what you sAid.  

20 0 How close? 

21 A I told him that it was my opinion -- the quesrt=n 

22 came up, how long is White's contract? The contract is for 

23 r January something, 17 or something, 1988. The question to me 

:4 was, li. : th;.-k that Wh.te would leave at t*"e ter-in&..n :f

25 that -:ntr3act. My answer tz h-s was, wh.te keecs say-ng tha: 
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1 he is going to leave and in my opinion he will not leave 

2 because he is not that kind of a person. He will stay. The 

3 question was, how long will he stay. r said, & don't know, 

4 but I am sure that he will stay at least through the restart 

5 of Sequoyah and a clear path to the restart of one of the 

6 Browns Ferry plants, and some kind of understanding, whatever 

7 that uay be, of Watts Bar. But the last one was very 

8 questionable.  

9 MR. MURPHY: That is all I have.  

10 j BY MR. MURPHY: 

11 Q Did you request this meeting with Mr. Keppler? 

12. A Yes. r did.  

13! 0 Why did you ask for the meeting, what was your 

14 motive for doing that? 

15, A I could sense -- well, first of all, I had dealt 

16 with Mr. Keppler on a number of occasions in the past, on the 

17t Zilmer case, on the Braidwood, Davis-Bess« and Clinton. And 

18 that the word had gotten to me, not directly from Mr. Keppler 

19 but through some other sources, that before he took the job, 

20 the one that he has now, that he would like to sit down and 

21 chat wi:h me with respect to what I sensed the problems were 

22 at TVA, more along the lines of giving him some background in 

23 terms of what we had been working with and the plants that he 

24 was fa,-2:;ar w..  

5 .a: mtee:.nq never took place.  
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As Mr. Reppler came into the Situation and took 

2 over the job, then it appeared to me that it might be 

3 worthwh.'.le to have tVat meeting. And there was an occasion 

4 when I saw him in Chattanooga, I think it was Chattanooga, 

5 and he indicated to me that, hey, we ought to get together 

6 sometime. So sometie I called up and said, how can we get 

7 together. And that is when we did. So we got together here, 

8 in one of these buildings right over here.  

9 I would li k e to clarify, there was no effort to 
10 convince him to do anything. It was more of a, to give him 

11 some of the background, some of the background, incidentally, 

12 which I have discussed here that he was not privy to as to 

13 how we arrived at coming to TVA in the first place and what 

14 we were trying to do.  

15 Q  Let me assure you that we didn't, it we left that 
16 thought, we did not intend to and that -- nor was that the 

17 basis for our information. I would never have brought it 

18 j up.  

19 BT MR. RZEINHART: 

20 0 Mr. Wegner, we would like to ask you about a 

21 letter that Kr. White sent to Mr. Denton on June 5, 1186.  

22 (Letter handed to the witness.) 

23 j BY MR. REINHART: 

24 W ere vcu -n.vclved .n this :etter? 

25 A Yes.  

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. [INC 
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system.

Q So the Lundin group under Kelly, Huston? 

A I am not going to say that because I just -

Q But Kelly, Huston and whoever they got? 

A Yes.  

Q Okay. Then he says, in addition, I had a group 

of highly experienced non-TVA exports review this group's 

findings." 

Who was involved in that group? 

A That would have been all of the advisors that we 

ýas, that we talked atsut Sefore, which wcl, have r-i::-ze 

Ke..ll, ckay' A.d would have included Hustcn, ::c. Ck';' 

ACEFEDERAL REPORTERS. INC.  
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S DCid you draft it? 

A Yes, I did.  

C Ckay. Earlier you said that when the question of 

the rescission of - never mind. Forget that for a minute.  

Let's go to paragraph 4 of this letter.  

A Yes.  

Q And in it it says, in the second sentence there, 

we are talking about the March 20th response to the January 

3rd letter? 

A Yes. In order to respond to that request, I 

assembled a group of outside individuals, et cetera.  

Q who was the group of outside individuals? 

A Kelly, Huston and whoever else came up under that
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Q What did that second group do with respect to 

Kelly, Ruston ana all their effort? Anything other than what 

you have described? 

A They reviewed what they did to see, again, under 

the, under whatever dirLection White had given them. And I 

was not privy to the direction that he had given them other 

than what direction White gave me, which - I was one of the 

advisors. And he never tasked me to look at the enclosures.  

a Do you know if he had anybody -- we are talking 

about two groups. We take Kelly and Ruston, they have got to 

be in one group or another. And most people put them in the I 

first group. So I an wondering who is in the recond group? 

mNo, I thiaik that my memory would say that it was 

Kelly that was asked to go form the first group, which he 

lid. He never -- he kind of spans the two groups.  

MR. ROBINSON: As I recall it, didn't Mr. White 

put Kelly in the second group? 

BT KR. REINRART: 

0 I am asking Kr. Wegner what his vievpoint was.  

KS. BAUSERt He just testified three minutes ago 

hat he was in both groups and that he was in the second

group.

MR. WILLIAMSCN: Which is the first group? 

YR. REZNKART: The first group is the group :f 

zuts:.e f. .*.' s Lsat . Ke.lly, Hustor. and Vhe gr::F :hey 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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I developed.  

2 THE WITNESS: Do you want me to explain it? 

3 MR. WILLIAMSON: Please do. I am a little 

4 confused.  

5 MR. REINHART: That would help, plase.  

6, TE WITNESS: I go back to that eeting in 

7 January.  

SMR. WILLUMKSOw Okay.  

9 THE WITNESS: Go in and see what -- At that time, 

10 I don't go through all the details of the meeting. Kelly is 

11j an advisor, works for Stonea Webster. He has got Siskin.  

12, Who can I talk to from Stone 6 Webster that is great on QA.  

13 It is Kelly. Okay? 

14  Kelly get in here. Kelly, I want you to get some 

15 teams together to do this. This is the first team. Kelly 

16 was not necessarily on any of the teams. Okay? 

17 MR. WILLIAXSONl I understand.  

18 THE WITNESS: And that is probably where the name 

19 Lundin comes up. Now you have got Lundin. He has got a 

20 bunch of people out there.  

21 BY MR. WILLIAXSONt 

22 Q The Lundin group? 

23j A Call it the Lundin group.  

24 "S. BAtCSER: The reascn he dces.': ca:a ..' it 

25 Lanan ;r=:u .s because he doesn't know exact:y what .  

ACE-F ERHAL REPORTERS. INC 
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1 did because he has a reticence to call it that.  

2 BY MR. WILLIAKSOK: 

3  ° Call it what would you Like to call it. Tell me 

4 if I am associating the right people because I want to be -

5 A It is that group of people, of which Lundin is 

6 part of? Whether he led the thing, I don't know. But 

7 obviously the letter you showed - would indicate that he is 

8 leading that group. But I didn't know that.  

9 0 All right.  

10 A All right? 

11 Q That is -

1 2  A Now, thetr efforts are done. Now, White says, now 

13 1I want my senior advisors to look this thing over. Who is 

14 that? 

15 Q Is this the outside group of -

16 A This is the second group.  

17 Q Non-TVA experts? 

18 A In addition, I had a group of highly experienced 

19 non-TVA experts review this group's findings.  

20 Q Who is that? 

2 1  A A1 the advisors that were -

22 0 That is BETA, BETA people? 

23 A To whatever extent they were used. it could have 

24 beern. zero for all I knew, because I was not pri.y wh was 

25 ,ACasFDaL ALP: R3 T.E..  

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC.  
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Q That would include, would that include, though, 

BETA -

A Henry Stone, Siskin, Sullivan, Kelly, Huston.  

Q Brodsky - well, that is BETA? 

A Yes.  

Q That would be the non-TVA experts? 

A Yes.  

Q Is that what the word is? 

A Yes.  

MS. BAUSERt What about Drotleff and Kirkebo? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, they also would have been 

included within that.  

BY MR. WILLIAMSON: 

Q These are advisors? 

A Yes, except somewhere throughout that some of them 

get shifted over, but White continues to use them in this 

respect here to gat this thing done.  

Q But in this letter we are talking about two 

different groups? 

A Yes.  

Q Talking about the first group, which I say is the 

Lundin group, who did the on-site review of the NSRS 

perceptions of Watts Bar.  

A Yes.  

That was the effort that t:ok place btweer.  

ACE-FEDEIAL REPORTERS. INC 
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group?

Yes.  

:kay.  

3.: tz th.e extent that h*e ormed th. !irst group, 

ACE FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC.  
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January 31st and February the 5th.  

A Right.  

Q And then another group, the non-TVA experts, this 

is the other group which is 

A They are all otside experts.  

Q But we are talking two differant groups? 

A Yes. yes.  

Q Thank you.  

BY MR. REINHART: 

0 Now, three things were said here. I an not trying 

to put words in anybody's mouth, but I heard Kelly was in the 

first group. Kelly was in the second group? 

A No. No.  

Q Or Kelly was in neither group.  

A No. Kelly was called in to form up the first 

group.

Okay.  

Okay? 

But was not part of it? 

me was not part of it, no.  

Okay. So therefore, Kelly was in the second

215
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1 he was -- I guess you could say he was part of it. r don't 

2 know. But certainly not in my definition. r am not saying 

3 that he didn't look over what they were doing.  

4 Q Do you know if the second group had any specific 

5 direction from anyone as to what they should do? 

6 A Other than what r read in the letter. That is 

7 all.  

8 Q Was anybody designated to be in charge of the 

9 second group? 

10 A Not that I know of.  

11  Q Did the second group ever document their results? 

12 A Not that I know of.  

13 MR. REINHART: Okay.  

14 MR. ROBINSON: Are you through? 

1 5  MR. REINHART: Tes.  

16 BY MR. ROBNUSON: 

17 0 What, to your knowledge, Mr. Wegner, were the 

19 findings of the first group? And let ao clarify as to what I 

19 think rvo different types of findings are.  

20 What I think the findings are of the first group 

21 is that what the TVA, Line and QA people responded to, and 

22 NSRS, was, in fact, valid. That is what I interpret up to 

23 this point the findings of the first group. I don't 

24 irnterpret the find.ngs of the first group to a=o:ally be the 

25 t'ch;.":a. respcnrss. :s that in consonance with yvur c...=r.  

ACETFEDERAL REPORTERS, INC 
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of the first group's findings? 

A r have to answer that in the context of what r 

knew at the time.  

Q Okay.  

A And what I knew at the tie iS what I testified to 

earlier, which was, the only thing that I saw was the first 

draft or an early draft of the 11 perceptious. I did not 

know who the author of thoe 11 were. Okay? But it was 

reported to me that they had been worked over -- I am not 

going to say prepared -- by the first group, so therefore, I 

interpreted that to be their work.  

G Their own.  

A That may have been a bad assumption but I assumed 

that was their effort.  

Q So at the ti'e, you thought that was the Lundin 

group's or groups' findings? 

A Yes. When I read that, I assumed that was work 

coming out of the, what we have been describing as the Lundin 

group.  

Q Now you know different.  

A Yes. Well, I know, again based on discussions of 

yesterday, that those are not that different than the ones 

that were prepared by the in-house TVA people.  

0 Based on your discussions up to th.s momfernt d:*t% 

your a:t-rneys or anyone, what do you think the Lun ;rs 

ACEFEDERAL REPORTERS. INC.  
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did? 

nS. BAUSER: Today, now.  

THE WITNESS: As of now? 

MR. ROBIMSO: yes.  

THE WITNESS: What I think they did, based again 

on what I know right now, is that they took the responses 

that had been prepared by TVA, the line -na . I also 

think that thy went and they took whatever it was that the 

WSRS prepared in their specifics, because I a under the 

impression that the 3SRS wnt back, and as I hav heazrd ods 

about the fact they spent all night and they complained about 

that, but they came up with a more definitive list, that they 

went and looked at that definitive list and somehow made a 

judgment on here is the WSRS perception. This is what CA 

went and did, and either blessed it or changed it in very 

minor form.  

Q Okay.  

BT MR. ROBINSOK 

Q Okay. So now, going back to what you thought were 

that group's findings back in the early 1986 time frame, whe

you say, when you are drafting this letter and you ind.cate 

that the second group of highly experienced non-TVA experts 

reviewed these findings, you were talking about the technica.  

responses thaeseilves' 

A Yes.  

ACE.FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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1 . Q arIter in the oques afny this f ooa, r -T 

2 ymos if yeo kse whether gr. xodsky BaW,e ' fW sa, Sallivm, 

3 Stone and miles did anLy wrevi of Lrantas - Pns. , aft Im 

I said, to your knwLeedeq , aoe.  

Sas that ad what ym age uright up to 

6 thti point about what Lrndina's ftadingf mer? r a r 

7 j or4ns, ea you ayi9 that anmofdy, lass, Snkia, SIliver&, 

I Stoe ead KIIle did not wariw bet rLh m a di to lvadsL 

9 the technical responses? 

1 0 "t S. UAUSUI Do yoa terstand the question? 

11 Mi. ROBIBSOn: You cma go a*hd and explain it to 

12 ; him.  

13 MS. BAUSER: I anadertood it.  

14 TRE wITESS: am not sure I understood the 

s1 question. Are w talking did these people review the Lr*ndi 

16 responses or did they reviw the TV respmao s? 

17 M' R. ROBIMOT : Right.  

18  THE iESS: wold say that if they retvimd 

19 aycthing, they would have reveiw the Lradin, okay? 

20 By 1M. aROB tSO 

21 The Lundin offort? 

22 A The Lundin effort, because that was that whga vs 

23 avilable, as far as I could see. Whatever those were, here 

24 :.*v sat, 

25 ,. RCOB:ISC Car. : C - : thik that there are 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. hNC 
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groups of MdooaVtS that he is refarinzz to. One group of 

doroamt is what might be called the at&acantC to the 

letter as originally prepared by the TVA Staff. That my or 

may not have bae changed br the rLudia group.  

The otbher is there is a Luadina ork prouct whic 

is reflected i a ir so to you before as to what 

they did.  

en yoe are aying that people did or did not 

review the Lundin papers, are you raferring to the Ltrdin 

Memoruand or are you rCfarring to posihble Laudin changes iL 

the underlying answrs, or Jon't you kow? 

THE WITNESS: I don't know. r don't know. I 

never got it pinned down to that degree.  

KS. BAUSER: Let a ask a clarifying question. Is 

it your imprssion that there were other people in this 

senior advisor group who lookad at the attachMtMs, whovwar 

wrote them, who looked at those strachan ts? 

THtE WITESS: Other than whom? 

MS. AUOSZER Other than, let's say, Kelly and 

Ruston? 

3R. ROBn0SO1: Kelly and Drotleff and -

THE wrTESss TYes, I was going to say they had 

Kelly, they had Kuston, they had Drotleft, I M sure looked 

at them, KI.rkebc, and, again, : won't swear :z th;', but ;t 

was my ixpression that there were some other peopl. that may 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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1 have ooked at individual parts of these things, Mayba not 

2 all of thae in a collective sense. Bee are all 11, let's go 

3 take a look at them.  

4 Again, I an not - I a not in a position to know 

5 what white told these people to do when he told the, who he 

6 told, and how he told them.  

7 I wme trying to anrsr your earlier question, do I 

S have personal knowledge that, amd yoe Ustot a bunch of 

9 people, that they revineed. And the answer is, I don't have 

10 any personal knowledge, no. I - not saying they didn't.  

11 Okay? 

12 BT MR. ROBINSOWN 

13 1 Correct me if I a wrong, I thought I understood 

14 that you didn't think they did or that you 

15 A I don't think they did.  

16 Q Tou didn't have any knowledge that they did? 

17 A That is right. That is what I a sayinq. But if 

18 someone came back and said, oh, yes, I did, I looked at that, 

19 I didn't know it. I was not present when White got these 

20 people in and said, I want you to review these documents.  

21 C So when you were - back in the March or the June, 

22 excuse me, the June time frame, when you were drafting that 

23 letter, what findings were, in your mind, were produced by 

24 the fi.rst gr=;p and were reviewed by the secsnd group' 

25 A . dcn't think that -- where is the letter? 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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don't think that - again, when I say I drafted the letter, I 

would have to go back and find out what did I say when I 

drafted a letter. For all I know, that particular part amay 

not have been in there. That my have been added. This 

probably went through wseveral drafts before it went out.  

Q Do you recall thinking about that aspect of the 

letter? 

A no. Again, I can't. I -a not saying I didn't put 

it in there or I did put it in there, but I am saying that as 

I look at this now, it would have not - it would not have 

been out of the question that I waould have put it in there, 

because of my discussions with White where he has said thesea 

words so many times that I had two groups of people, I heard 

him use those words. I could have very easily put those 

words in based on what I had heard White say. It could also 

hawve been that when he saw my first draft, he said, hey, I 

went to add some things in here. I don't know. Or I could 

have just put them in myself. I don't know.  

But it you are asking me to support what I meant 

when I put those words in theme, I can't do that. Because I 

was not privy to the actions that were taken there.  

0 All I was asking was what, in your mind, were the 

findings that were produced by the first group and reviewed 

by the second group? 

A : can t.ll you what : thought -

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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1 Q Okay.  

2 A - or what I would think it would be. And that 

3 as that they looked at the 11 enclosures to the letter.  

4 Q okay.  

5 A And I have alo heard - again, let m- c t, 

6 for example, wher White has indicated to me, for example, we 

7 ftae Henry Stone. Henry Stone, GZ, probably a not involved 

I in any of the drafting of anything, bat yet he is an advisor 

9 - many, many years of experience.  

10 hite was using becry Stone as a tutor. Sa would 

11 come in and would spend several hours giving hia, you know, 

12 there aren't many boiling water reactors in the Navy. So let 

13 me tell you how a boiling water reactor works.  

14 ae sa i d to me that there were many occasions where 

15 Stone didn't even know, where I would be asking his a 

16 question that had surfaced out of the 11 perceptions. So 

17 unbknownt to Henry, Henry is really providing sm input 

1 into the review process. And again, White depended very 

19 heavily on the engineering judgment of d Siskin. And I an 

20 sure that there were many cases where he would have Siskin 

21 come in and say, I don't understand this, explain this to 

22 me. And Siskin would go through the explanation.  

23 So, therefore, there again, Siskin would be 

24 involved in that process.  

25 BY .RJ. WILIAM.SON: 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC 
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Q So this doesn't, this response in this fifth 

letter doesn't necessarily men, is that what you are saying, 

it doesn' t necessarily mean that each and every one of these 

reviewed each and every finding? 

A Yes, but it is y interpretation that White did 

direct several people, namely Melly, amly Waston and 

possibly other, that he wunted a full total review of those 

enclosures.  

Q Did Mr. Kelly object to the drafting and sending 

of this June 5 letter? 

A Not to me.  

Q Not to you.  

BT MR. MURPHYT 

Q Do you know if he objected to Kr. hifte? 

A No.  

BY MR. WILL rArmrtr 

Q On the question 

MS. BAUSE Z: o, you don't know, or no, he

didn 't.

THE WITNESSi 1o, I don't know.  

BY MR. WILLIAMSONt 

0 This group, Mr. Bass, Brodsky, Hiles, Mace, 

Siskin, Sullivan, Kelly, Huston and Mr. wegner -

MR. ROBINSON: Are you going to do the batting 

order toni;ht?

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
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BT MR. IFtLLrnMSOS 

Q Are any of these people considered to have a 

particular expertise in QA? 

A Read thm again? 

Q 3aaa? 

A fo.  

Q Irodsky? 

A Wo.  

Q Miles? 

A no.  

Q Sace? 

A No.  

0 Siskin? 

A Close.  

Q Engineering, right.  

Stone? 

A Very close.  

Q Sullivan? 

A 0o.  

0 Kelly? 

A Tes.  

O Ruston? 

A Tes.  

;3 Wagner? 

A Nc.  

ACE-FEDERAL E£PORTERS. INC 
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group.

Uh-huh.  

D.rected them to conduct a review of each one of 
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MR. ROBISOEt That ws easy.  

By M. wVII.raLLA st 

Q So thes other people didn't have, as you 

mntioned, the ones that you wanted oat didn't have thet 

eipertie* La O.  

A The two people in there that clearly carried a O& 

banner aiune elly ad Huston. The other people, again, I 

have got to go back to my epeence in the naval nuclear 

program. You understand, for example, that Lit naval 

reactors, Adiral Rickover's organieation, there me nweer a 

9A organization. Okay? rt would mr pu today's uter, 

because h.& philosophy ma, everyone is responsible for the 

quality assurance of his product.  

That didn't man that there wren't Qk 

organisations out in the shipyarda and in the plants and 

everything els like that, but not in headqarters 

MR. WILLIANSO Okay.  

BY M. ROB S tO 

S Referring to the June 5 letter again, the fourth 

paragraph in the middle.  

A Uh-huh.  

0 Regarding the sentence that pertains to the first
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tir perceptions? 

A Tesa.  

0 Would you agree, based on what you know today, 

that perhaps a clearer explanation of what that lirst group 

was to conduct a raview of the TW inLaestiation of the 

pypyisons? 

o Okay.  

MR. ROBINSON: That is all I have.  

MR. URPHYT: I don't have anything else.  

MR. REUMHART: Neither do I.  

UR. MURPBW: We have to wait for our leader. ae 

has got oae question to ask you, closing questions.  

(Discussion off the record.) 

MR. WILLIAUSO: We don't have any more 

questions. I as going to read my closing rmarks and give 

you an opportunity to aks -* back on the record.  

S». Wegner, in closing, I wuald like to ask you 

ftr the record have I or any other RC representative here 

thseatinYd you in any anner or offered you any reward in 

return for this tstimony given today? 

THr WITMNtSS t o.  

BT MR. WILLUAMSI:0 

O Have you given this testimony freely and 

voluntarily? 
ACE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC 
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1 A Tes.  

2 0 Is there any additional inforation that you would 

3 like to add to the record? 

4 A no.  

5  0 Is thee anything that anyon *Ise would like to 

6 say at this time? 

7 A I would like to my a couple words n closing, 

I that I hope that I have beem helpfutl ad that I have tid to 

9 give you the answers as saw thme, and recognising that this 

10 is a very comple issue and that we certainly woueald like to 

11. get it behind us. And, therefore, am saying that if you 

12 have any further questions at any time, r would be most happy 
13 to cme back and provide any informationa can to help you.  

14 Because it has been my practice in the p&st, member, i was 

15 around when the mRC was first formed. Many of the 

SI procedures, many of thee, a lot of the people that formed the 

17 MRC cm frOa our progra. It has always bew certainly 

Is Admiral Rickover's policy to help the MC as auch as he 

1t t@ud, without getting his plants licemsed, I might add. Sut 

20 tgrew p in that a.opheg and I have tried to carry that 

21 out. And I hope w are doing that right now.  

22 mR- WILLIAKSOws we want to express our 

23 appreciation for your time and your cooperation and we 

24. certainly t.rst that if additional questions arise that we 

25 will feel free to get back in touch with you and to pursue 

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC 
tO l. ?sn 1sonRimar CveraPw M33)6
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additional issues as necessary.  

~M. ROBINSON: Through his counsel; is that 

riqht?

S P.M 

5t30 p.m.

MR. WILUIAMSCN: Period.  

THE WITNESS: Period.  

MR. WILLIAKSON: This interview is concluded at 

on July 22nd, 1987, through your counsel.  

(Whereupon, at 5:30 p.m., the interview was

concluded.)

ACE FErEAL REPORTERS. I\N 
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qRANSCRIPT CORRECTIONS TO or 
:NVESTIGATrVE MTYERVIEW OF 

wr.LLAM WEQNER 
July 22. 1987

6. 1. 3 

6, 1. 4 

12, 1. 24 

15, 1. 25 

17, 1. 23

'p.  

6p.  

/p.  

VP jp.  

/p.  
'p.  

Jp .  

P.  
jp.  

p.  
p.  

j P.  

ip.  
"p.  /p.  

"p.  

.gp.

&/p. 5, 1. 7 Change "foreign ports into* to *foreign ships 
into* 

Change "you of all" to "you have allI 

Change 'inter-vieved" to 'interviewed" 

Change *part part" to *part" 

Change "and the" to "and* 

Change "chief of Naval materiel' to "Chief of 
Naval Materiel" 

Change "from" to "and with" 

Change "this" to "his" 

Change "it is not" to "it is, is not" 

Change "at more" to "as more" 

Change "with" to "as' 

Change "miles" to "Miles" 

Change "minute" to *mint" 

Change "president" to "President" 

Change "Webster, engineering corporation." to 
"Webster Engineering Corporation." 

Change "write" to "right" 

Change "trace built" to "traceability" 

Change "vere" to 'vent" 

Insert "did" between "Mace" and "about" 

Change "not" t: "got" 

Change "corrective action" to "Corrective Action" 

Change "program" to "Progran"

17, 

18, 

18, 

18, 

20, 

21, 

22, 

23, 

23, 

23, 

25, 

26, 

26, 

36, 

55, 

55,



4p.  
p.  

Jp.  

·rb.  
4.  

JP.  

Jp.  

Jp.  

'p.  
p.  
p.  

up.  

"p.  
'p.  

<hp.  

p.  
-'p.  

/P.  

p.  

Jp.  

"p.  

Op.

Change "years" to "years;*56, 1. 5.  

58, 1. 25 

60, 1. 5 

64, 1. 10 

64, I. 11 

66, L. 6 

66, L. 13 

82, L. 1 

82, 1. 17 

87, 1. 5 

87, 1. 12 

133, 1. 8 

137, 1. 7 

140, 1. 25 

149, 1. 5 

178, 1. 20 

182, 1. 7 

185, 1. 13 

189, 1. 11 

189, 1. 13 

190, 1. 12 

193, 1. 8 

199, 1. 10 

200, 1. 16

Change "That is wvy" to "So wry :s"

Change "person" to "purpose" 

Delete "that" 

Change "probably" to "probably," 

Change "so. There" to "so -- there' 

Change "get getting" to "getting* 

Change "does is"' to "is" 

Insert "were" between "requirements" and "not" 

Insert "been" between "side" and "given" 

Change "somebody's's" to "somebody's" 

Change "call" to "cull" 

Change "Commissioner" to "Victor" 

Change "a" to "know" 

Insert "door" between "locked" and "so" 

Delete "We did not find that." 

Change "*CR" to "NRC" 

Change "that if he" to "that he" 

Change "approximate." to "problems." 

Change "Sequoyah, that" to "Sequoyah, what" 

Change "that what" to "that that" 

Change 'He" to "They" 

Delete "may" 

Delete "from" (oncel 

Cha--e "your" to "you*

Up. 204, 1.



/p. 204, 1. 13 DeLete "is

/p. 226, 1. 7 DeLete Oand" 

'p. 226, 1. 11 Change *past" to "pass"




